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A unique occasion deserves a unique experience
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Dear aurora Hunter,

Welcome to Weekend a la Carte’s aurora nights website packed with 
some of the leading northern lights holidays to scandinavia, iceland   
and greenland.  

As one of the leading companies specialising in 
trips to see the Aurora Borealis in the Arctic we 
are able to offer you once in a lifetime journeys to 
the following regions:

•	 The whole of Swedish Lapland

•	 Iceland - North and South

•	 Norwegian Lapland from Narvik to Tromso 
and the majestic Lofoten Islands

•	 Greenland - West Greenland 

In our 14 years of running northern lights holidays 
we have focused on what we believe are the 
best destinations, not only in terms of seeing 
the aurora, but also in the experiences the 
destinations offer so we can provide you the most 
‘complete’ holiday. We have worked with many of 
our partners since day one and are proud of the 
service they offer our clients.

We increasingly service an international clientele 
and enjoy creating lifelong memories in the 
region of the world we call our second home! We 
are experts in special occasion travel and have 
helped many people celebrate a big Birthday or 
Anniversary under the Aurora.

This guide is designed to give you some       
insight but is no replacement for speaking to  
an expert. Please email me directly at   
kevin.collins@weekendalacarte.co.uk or phone 
us on (0044) 1722 744695 - we look forward 
to creating a special Northern Lights holiday          
for you.

Warm Regards,

Kevin Collins
Managing Director
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WHat are tHe nortHern LigHts?

The bright dancing lights of the aurora are actually 
collisions between electrically charged particles 
from the sun that enter the earth’s atmosphere. 

The lights are seen above the magnetic poles 
of the northern (Aurora Borealis) and southern 
hemispheres (Aurora Australis) and the main 
factor in determining the colours of any given 
display is the altitude at which the solar particles 
collide with our atmosphere. 

Different gases prevail at different altitudes and 
in varying concentrations and it is the collision 

which “excites” these gases that determines the 
colour of the Aurora. 

The differing colours tend to be associated with 
the varying levels of solar activity.

There are a number of excellent aurora 
forecasting sites including:

•	 Space Weather: http://spaceweather.com/

•	 University of Alaska: www.gi.alaska.edu/
AuroraForecast/Europe/20171016
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From mid-September to early April when it is dark 
and as long as there is a clear sky. 

Despite rumours to the contrary we have had some 
of our best ever sightings on nights when there is 
a full moon as long as you are away from artificial 
light. Many photographers prefer to go to see the 
Northern Lights during a full moon as they can 
get foreground in the photos as well to make the 
images more interesting.

WHen is tHe best tiMe to see tHe 
nortHern LigHts?

Our breaks focus on getting you away from light 
pollution where possible which also helps if there is 
a low level aurora forecast. It also opens up the sky 
to the incredible amounts of stars that are visible 
on a clear night in the Arctic. 

Another excellent time to visit is a couple of weeks 
either side of the spring and autumn equinox, (March 
and October), as the Aurora often peak because of 
electromagnetic storms around this time.
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It is hard to choose between the different 
destinations as Northern Lights trips are so much 
more than just about trying to see the Northern 
Lights at night. 

The daytime is packed full of activities as well 
and of course different activities will appeal in 
different ways, with some destinations being more 

physical than others. We have tried to summarise 
the highlights and key points of each destination – 
Sweden, Iceland, Greenland and Norway. 

Have a look at the table on the next page and 
decide what is important to you about your 
northern lights visit, then have a look at the 
more specific details on the following pages.

WHiCH Country sHouLD you visit on a 
nortHern LigHts trip?
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aCtivities suMMary

activities sweden iceland greenland norway

Dog Sledding Yes North Iceland Yes Yes

Snowmobile Safari’s Yes Yes Yes Yes

Visit to Narvik - Site of the 2nd 
World War Battle

Yes No No Yes

Aurora Sky Station Visit Yes No No No

Visit/Stay at Original Icehotel Yes No No No

Snow-Shoe Walk Yes North Iceland Yes No

Cross Country Skiing Yes No No No

Northern Lights Photography 
Lessons

Yes No No No

Hovercraft Trip Yes No No No

Innuit Culture/Sami Culture and 
Reindeer

Yes No Yes Yes

Super Jeep Adventure Tours No Yes No No

Blue Lagoon Visit/Stay No Yes Yes No

Ice Fishing Yes No No No

Ice Climbing Yes Yes No No

Whale Watching No Yes No No

Glacier hiking/Ice caves No Yes Summer Yes

Volcanoes/Geysers No Yes No No

Unesco Protected Icebergs and 
Glaciers

No Yes No Yes

Self Drive Northern Lights Holidays No Yes No Yes

Autumn Northern Lights Holiday Yes Yes No Yes

City Break Extensions Yes Yes Yes Yes

Boat Adventures Yes Yes Summer Yes
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For those of you who want to experience it all, or 
at least more than just one country, we have some 
incredible multi-country breaks under the Epic 
Journeys banner. Combine Iceland and Greenland, 
Swedish and Norwegian Lapland, Iceland and the 
Original Ice Hotel and don’t forget that we can do 
city breaks at the beginning or end of your trip too. 
Stockholm, Scandinavia’s capital city, Reykjavik 
and Tromso all compliment a Northern Lights 
adventure holiday in the Arctic.

It would be fair to say that putting together 
complex itineraries across different destinations, 
making the most of your time and the very best 
experiences available, is very much our speciality.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-
holidays/epic-multi-country-journeys/

MuLti-Country Journeys
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If you plan to do all the traditional arctic activities like 
husky sledding or snowmobiling you need to travel 
between December and the end of March. We can 
offer this type of experience in Swedish Lapland.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
sweden/

Swedish Lapland is also fortunate enough to be 
home to one of the most famous places in the world 
for aurora watching. The name of the destination is 
Abisko and we have yet to be presented with better 
stats on a destination that gets more clear nights 
and therefore Aurora sightings. We average around 
87% of clients who get to witness them on one of 
our 4 night breaks here.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
sweden/abisko-aurora-capital/

We also have a range of multi-destination northern 
lights holidays in the autumn where you can combine 
seeing pure wilderness with the northern lights with 
different activities, and also stay in some amazing 
places like the ICEHOTEL 365 and TREEHOTEL.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
sweden/multi-country-lapland/

sWeDen

When to go to see the northern Lights?
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Some really unusual hotels are found in  
Swedish Lapland. 

The Ice Hotel and Tree Hotel really offer 
experiences of a lifetime whilst our two Main 
Lodge, Mattarahkka Northern Lights Lodge and 
Abisko Mountain Lodge offer warm hospitality in 
excellent locations for northern lights hunting.

The original icehotel is built every year from 
ice, from the river Torne, and snice which is a 
mixture of snow and ice. There are amazing ice 
carvings in the art suites, an ice chapel and of 
course the famed Ice Bar where you can drink 
cocktails from an ice glass. 

Every year this hotel melts away in the spring. 
However, new in 2017 is the new Icehotel         
365 which is open all year round extending  
their season. 

This hotel is situated in an eco engineered 
structure and once inside is as authentic as the 
original IceHotel, with a higher level of comfort 
with warm bathrooms available as well in the   
deluxe suites.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
sweden/ice-hotel-tree-hotel/adventure-break/

At the tree Hotel you can stay in an unusual 
eco-friendly UFO, MirrorCube or Birds Nest built 
high up in the trees! 

In fact there is a choice of seven different rooms in 
the trees - if it is too difficult to pick just one then 
choose a different room for your second night!

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
sweden/ice-hotel-tree-hotel/tree-hotel-quest/

We offer a traditional, isolated sami lodge at 
Mattarahka - This comfortable “home from 
home” lodge has a roof top hot tub, great home-
made food, and the best snowmobiling right 
from the front door! There is also a fantastic 
husky sled experience to be enjoyed near here.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
sweden/retreats/special/

WHy is tHe 
aCCoMMoDation in 
sWeDen speCiaL?
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For those looking for something a bit quirky 
there are small cosy Cabins in the wilderness 
of Moose valley next to Sweden’s smallest 
restaurant (2 tables) where Johan the owner 
prepares gourmet meals.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
special-occasion-weekend-breaks/ultimate/

pine bay/brandon Lodge at Lulea on the eastern 
archipelago can be a base to see the blue pack 
ice by hovercraft or on an incredible snowmobile 
adventure, plus many other activities, and can be 
exclusively rented by a group of 7 or more for a 
special celebration occasion. With the lovely staff 
and a fantastic chef what more could you want? 

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
sweden/limited-editions/pine-bay-lodge/

Finally abisko Mountain Lodge, run by our 
good friends Mina and Dick Johansson, has 
truly exceptional food and is a good base for 
many activities, as well as being situated in the 
Northern Lights capital of Europe, Abisko. Mina 
will go out of her way to make you feel welcome, 
and you have an excellent chance of seeing the 
Aurora whilst staying here. On average 83% of our 
clients see the aurora on a 3 night stay in Abisko, 
and often the restaurant clears when the “Aurora” 
shout goes out!

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
sweden/abisko-aurora-capital/simply/
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January to March are usually Northern 
Sweden’s coldest months, with temperatures 
ranging from minus 10 to minus 30°C, 
sometimes even lower when you take the wind 
chill factor into consideration. 

We provide all our clients with an outer layer 
comprising of an all-in-one padded thermal suit 
with hood or thermal two-piece, hat, snow boots 
& thermal gloves.

In the Autumn you do not need to be issued with 
special gear but should still pack warm layers to 
cover seasonal cold spells.

For temperatures expected in the winter:
https://www.accuweather.com/en/se/
abisko/308655/month/308655?monyr=1/01/2017
 
Current weather forecast:
https://www.yr.no/place/Sweden/Norrbotten/Abisko/

WeatHer anD WHat 
We proviDe to Wear

There are only 6 “daylight” hours during December 
and early January creating a “blue light” effect, 
very similar to twilight in England as the sun is just 
below the horizon – so it is a glow rather than day 
light. The locals call this the Kamoos. This increases 
to 12 hours by the end of March.

DayLigHt Hours

Arctic Char is a local speciality and is a fabulous 
fresh fish that you will come across. Lingonberries 
are used widely and go with most meals 
especially the delicious ptarmigan and you will be 
offered moose and reindeer in many forms. 

Eating out locally you would find meatballs, 
crispbread and flatbreads, open sandwiches, 
smorgasboard which traditionally contains 
smoked herring and salmon, and very sweet 
almond or cinnamon cakes and biscuits. Swedish 
‘Fika’ is taken regularly in hotels and out on 
activities and includes ‘real’ coffee and cinnamon 
buns or biscuits. Vegetarian options are available 
if pre-advised.

FooD you sHouLD 
expeCt to eat
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The Northern Lights can be seen anytime from 
Mid September to Early April, with October and 
March traditionally being the two best months 
around the Equinox, with the aurora effect 
lasting for several weeks around that time.

Iceland day activities focus around exciting 
off roading Super Jeep Tours to see the 
extraordinary volcanic landscapes and as most 
of the activities do not require snow on the 
ground they can be enjoyed right through the 
season, although of course you cannot see the 
northern lights in the summer. 

As the Glacial Hiking and Snowmobiling are on 
the Glaciers then they can also be undertaken 
throughout the year, but the Husky Sledding 
is only from mid November to early April due 
to the need for snow on the ground as it is not 
done on the Glacier.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
iceland/

iCeLanD

When to go to see the northern Lights?
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We have a range of multi-country breaks 
combining Iceland with Sweden, Norway or 
Greenland which are truly spectacular. 

We would particularly recommend the Iceland 
and Greenland combination where you have 
the chance to mush your own Huskys, see 
magnificent Icebergs and stay in one of the most 
remote places in the world in Greenland (in the 
comfort of a 4 star hotel!) Also experience exciting 
super-jeep tours to see incredible volcanic 
wonders in Iceland.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
iceland/multi-country-aurora-adventures/
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There are some special accommodation choices 
in Iceland.

You can book a boutique designer private Cabin 
all to yourself in the wilderness, in an area that is 
renowned for the Northern Lights, and which has 
stunning views of Eyjafjallajökull Volcano. The first 
night the guide will cook for you and then you have 
a choice of eating out for dinner, or having all the 
ingredients pre-delivered to you so you don’t waste 
time on your break shopping. This is perfect for 
family celebrations such as anniversaries, birthdays 
and it has seen many proposals and 
honeymooners since it was recently built. People 
love having their own space.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
iceland/wilderness-cabin-breaks/
  
Hotel ranga has the reputation of being THE best 
place to see Northern Lights in Iceland. The 
restaurant where you can enjoy gourmet meals is 
excellent, with a good sign being that Icelanders 
travel down from Reykjavik just for dinner. Who can 
resist a hot tub whilst looking out for the Northern 
Lights with a glass of sustenance in their hand?!. 
Hotel Ranga also has it’s own observatory with two 
high quality 11-inch computerized telescopes, 
making it the most advanced observatory in 
Iceland. They have an expert in there every night 
that the sky is cloud-free who can teach you about 
the stars and the Northern Lights if they are out. 
The team there have a fantastic service attitude 
and are determined that you will have a wonderful 
time, and will even offer you a wake-up call if the 
Northern Lights come out whilst you are asleep!

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
autumn-aurora-adventures/iconic-trip/

Hotel Centrum is in the heart of Reykjavik and 
located in one of its oldest streets, Adalstraeti. The 
historic building, renovated in 2005, dates to 1764, 
and during its renovation the remains of a Viking 
longhouse from the Settlement Period were found 
which is now on display in a museum together 
with related exhibits. Among the finds excavated at 
the site were Iceland’s oldest human remains, 
dating from approximately 870 AD. This is a 
favourite for clients staying in Reykjavik on the 
Northern Lights and Whales break.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
iceland/aurora-whale-watching-trips/explorer/
 

WHy is tHe 
aCCoMMoDation in 
iCeLanD speCiaL?

Hotel reykjavik Foss is a brand new build near the 
harbour that offers fabulous views from its tower 
rooms, as well as a beer garden. This hotel has gone 
down very well for those clients staying in Reykjavik 
over New Year’s Eve.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk /northern-lights-holidays/
iceland/limited-edition-aurora-breaks/iceland-new-
year-northern-lights-classic/
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The weather in Iceland in a single day is extremely 
variable and you can have all the seasons in one 
day with both rain and sunshine! However it is 
much warmer than Lapland with the winter 
averaging at -5 C so it is like a bad UK winter. High 
up the wind chill factor will make this feel colder - 
especially up high on the glaciers. 

As it is not as cold we do not provide thermal 
gear and instead recommend the layer principle 
and sturdy hiking boots (See below). We do 
however provide arctic thermal overalls and 
helmet for any snowmobiling activities. For 
Glacial Hiking we will provide helmets, crampons 
and any ropes or ice axes required.

For temperatures expected in the winter:
https://www.accuweather.com/en/is/
hella/190700/weather-forecast/190700
 
Current weather forecast:
https://www.yr.no/place/Iceland/Suðurland/Hella/

There are only 4 “daylight” hours during December 
and early January, increasing up to 9 hours at 
the beginning and end of the season in October 
and March. As a result the timings of the tours 
are designed so that you travel in the dark and 
arrive at the activities at sunrise so you can make 
the most of these hours. Arriving on the top 
of Eyjafjallajokull Volcano for Sunrise with the 
stunning views of the Glaciers and Atlantic all 
around you is truly a special experience!

The quality of organic ingredients in Iceland 
means that the standard of eating out is of a very 
high standard. Specialities are organic lamb, skyr 
for pudding with fruit, the most wonderful fresh 
fish, vegetable and meat soup and the famed 
lobster feasts. The more adventurous might want 
to try rotted shark or puffin! Vegetarian options 
are available.

WeatHer anD WHat 
We proviDe to Wear

DayLigHt Hours

FooD you sHouLD 
expeCt to eat
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The Greenland Northern Lights Season is 
only from 17th Feb to 27th March due to very 
limited flights to Ilulissat in Greenland. The 
chances of seeing the Northern Lights are very 
high due to the remoteness of the location. 

However the real reason to go to Greenland is 
to experience raw beautiful nature at a scale 
that is hard to conceive. 

We are not exaggerating when we say the 
Icebergs are bigger than mansions, and to husky 
sled to one of the most remote settlements in 
the world is an extraordinary experience.

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-
holidays/greenland/

greenLanD

When to go to see the northern Lights?
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You stay at the arctic Hotel, the most Northern 4 
star hotel in the world with a stunning sea fjord 
view over the drifting icebergs - a view to treasure! 

It also has a surprisingly good reputation for its food!

www.aurora-nights.co.uk/northern-lights-holidays/
greenland/husky-adventure/

WHy is tHe 
aCCoMMoDation in 
greenLanD speCiaL?

Greenland has an Arctic climate. The average 
temperature in winter is between -5°C to -10°C. 
However, it can often drop down to as low as -35°C. 

We will provide the thermal arctic outerwear 
clothing and polar boots and recommend you 
dress according to the layer-upon-layer clothing 
principle (see below). 

For temperatures expected in the winter:
https://www.accuweather.com/en/gl/
ilulissat/186538/weather-forecast/186538
 
Current weather forecast:
https://www.yr.no/place/Greenland/Qaasuitsup/
Ilulissat/

9 “daylight” hours in winter leaving plenty of time 
for the activities.

Fantastically fresh sea food, musk ox and 
whale. During your stay in Greenland you may 
find that whale is on the menu as the Inuit, 
the indigenous people, are allowed by the 
International Whaling Commission to hunt 
a (small) number of certain whale species to 
support their existence. Some of this meat is 
also sold to local restaurants who take pride in 
serving local dishes using local produce. 

Guests will be offered an alternative to whale if 
we are pre-advised. Most fruits and vegetables 
are imported from Europe and so are limited 
as the climate doesn’t allow for farming on an 
industrial scale. Vegetarian meals are possible if 
pre-advised.

WeatHer anD WHat 
We proviDe to Wear

DayLigHt Hours

FooD you sHouLD 
expeCt to eat
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Norway offers the traveller a contrasting but 
complimentary Northern Lights holiday experience. 
While Sweden has the more iconic accommodation 
options with more small scale tourism Norway has 
one of the most majestic coastlines in the world. 
They are home to some of the most celebrated 
Northern Lights viewing locations on earth and 
combine together to create magnificent longer 
trips in both Winter and Autumn. Norway has an 
aurora season running from Mid September to the 
end of March and we have breaks that cover the 
season. For more traditional Arctic Northern Lights 
holidays we combine Tromso with the surrounding 
region where huskies, Snowmobiling, Sami Culture 
and other winter activities are possible. This is for 
the months of December - March.

Norway also offers the unique chance of combining 
whale watching with Northern Lights hunting. 
Either out of Tromso or for the more dedicated 
whale safari combining Tromso with Senja, the 
beautiful island to the south of Tromso. The peak 
month for whale watching is January.

Link to Tromso and Senja

norWay

When to go to see the northern Lights?

If you are looking for a truly exceptional autumn 
Northern Lights hunt then the Lofoten Islands are 
a must. The autumn colours are breathtakingly 
beautiful and the dramatic landscapes when 
framed by the Northern Lights create spectacular 
shapes and shadows.

Link to Lofoten Autumn
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Norway is famous for its fishing villages where 
Cod and Halibut have been fished for well 
over a millennium. Many of these villages 
have fisherman cabins turned into guest 
accommodation. 

The Norwegians call it rorbuer and if you are 
after authenticity and atmosphere then they 
are hard to beat. 

Link to Lofoten

At the other end of the spectrum many of Norway’s 
coastal hotels are well appointed with clean 
designs and being modern are architecturally 
designed to make the most of any view (which in 
Norway is pretty much everywhere!)

Link to Tromso

WHy is tHe 
aCCoMMoDation in 
norWay speCiaL?
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Unlike Swedish Lapland, (which is at altitude), 
coastal Norway has a milder climate with average 
temperatures in the +15 to 20 range in the 
Autumn and +5 to -5 in the Winter. 

We do not provide arctic clothing as standard 
but you will be kitted out if required for specific 
activities. So for example on the boat trips you 
will be issued with appropriate gear, as well as on 
husky or snowmobile adventures.

For temperatures expected in the winter:
https://www.accuweather.com/en/no/
lofoten/84855_poi/weather-forecast/84855_poi
 
Current weather forecast:
https://www.yr.no/place/Norway/Nordland/
Flakstad/Lofoten/

It follows the regular cycle when you are north of 
the Arctic Circle in that December and January 
has a very low light and short days ( +/- 5 hours 
of daylight) . This gives way to longer days right 
through to the end of March and the aurora season. 

Autumn is a splendid time to go not just because of 
the temperatures but as you have a full 12 hours of 
daylight and yet dark skies for aurora hunting.

Being on the coast there is an abundance of fish 
and it’s delicious! If you want to try something 
traditional then the dried cod dishes are popular. 
Norway also produces wonderful lamb.

WeatHer anD WHat 
We proviDe to Wear

DayLigHt Hours

FooD you sHouLD 
expeCt to eat
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FLigHts

We offer our clients a flexible service when it comes 
to flights. We can offer all inclusive packages to 
include flights from London or Stockholm or 
if you wish to book your own flights or you are 

flying from the USA, Australia or Asia where we do 
not offer flights we can provide just the ground 
arrangements for you. 

Departure Airports Sweden Iceland Greenland Norway

Heathrow Yes via 
Stockholm

Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

Yes via Oslo

Gatwick Yes via 
Stockholm

Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

Direct and 
via Oslo

Luton No Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

No

Edinburgh No Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

No

Glasgow No Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

No

Manchester Yes via 
Stockholm

Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

No

Birmingham No Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

No

Belfast No Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

No

Bristol Yes Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

Yes Via 
Stockholm

Dublin No Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

No

Stansted No Yes Yes via 
Reykjavik

No

•	 Note if you are flying from the USA there 
are currently connections from most States 
via New York (Newark) or Chicago into 
Stockholm which is the hub you should use 
for entering Lapland. 

•	 Likewise flying to Iceland now has been made 
easier through the significant increase in 
current routes provided by Icelandair and WOW 
to Pittsburgh, Chicago, New York, Washington, 
Boston, and Los Angeles. Many of our American 

clients take a Northern Lights Holiday in Iceland 
as a stop over on a longer journey to Europe or 
the UK.

•	 Flights into Norway are more restricted but you 
can connect back from Oslo direct to New York 
at the end of one of our multi country journeys.

•	 Please note the regional airports do not fly every 
day so it may require an extra night’s stay, or a 
specific day of the week departure.
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Fourth Layer

Long-sleeved 
and long-
leg thermal 
underwear 
(synthetic or 
woollen)

Socks

First Layer third Layer

Jumper 
or fleece

Trousers 
(cotton 
or fleece)

Lined 
trousers 
(preferably 
windproof)

Woollen 
Socks

Thick 
jumper 
(wool or 
fleece)

Scarf Hat

Winter 
jacket

Gloves or 
mittens

Winter 
shoes

second Layer

WHat to paCK - aLL Destinations

To keep warm we recommend that you observe 
the 3 layer principle:

an inner layer: 
Thermal base layer in synthetics, wool or a 
woollen mixture. Pure cotton should be avoided 
since cotton clothing cools down when it 
becomes wet. 

a middle layer: 
Clothing should strengthen and regulate the 
heat insulation, isolate air and hold the humidity 
from the body. For example a long sleeved 
woollen sweater/shirt, fleece or thermal sweater. 

an outer layer:
Clothing is additional layers of woollen jumpers/
sweaters, fleeces or thermal sweaters made 
of breathable material in order to allow even 
distribution of body heat, which can be added if 
required. 

This enables you to make fast and easy 
adjustments to the temperature. The inner layer 
keeps the body warm, while the outer layer is for 
protection against snow and wind.

please note Jeans are not very warm 
when there is a wind, and we would 
therefore recommend you wear 
cords and wear thermals beneath.

For all destinations you will need a 
european adapter to charge your 
electrical devices.
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Extremities - Warm gloves, hat and a scarf, Sunglasses.

Swimming costume - You will need a swimming 
costume if your trip includes a hot tub. 

Cameras - You will require a European adapter 
plug to charge your cameras, tablets etc. and bear 
in mind that batteries will drain quicker in the 
extreme cold of Sweden. Also please keep your 
camera in a plastic bag when being transferred 

from outside as the change in temperature will 
cause condensation that will fog the lens. We 
recommend you bring a good size ziplock or 
padded bag with you to protect it and allow it to 
adjust slowly to the differing temperatures.

Misc - Contact lens wearers may find it better to 
wear glasses outdoors as the extreme cold can 
affect your eyes.

Waterproofs - We also recommend waterproofs, 
including waterproof trousers. Please take 
waterproof clothing with you even if it is sunny 
when you set out as the weather does change 
rapidly in Iceland.

Footwear - Please wear sturdy footwear such as 
hiking boots with a good grip. If Glacial Hiking 

with crampons you need rigid hiking boots to 
attach the crampons onto.

Swimming costume - You will need this for the Blue 
Lagoon and Myvatn Baths, or in any Hot Tubs.

Extremities - gloves, hat, scarf, thermals, warm socks.

aDDitionaL paCKing - sWeDen

aDDitionaL paCKing - iCeLanD

Extremities - You will also need warm woollen 
or thermo gloves and socks, windproof hat and 
scarf. Heat pads for hands and feet are a great 
idea, (especially for the dog sled tours).

Footwear - warm walking boots with profiled 
soles and a good grip. 

Swimming costume - You will also need a 
swimming costume if visiting the Blue Lagoon in 
Iceland on the way home.

Cameras - You will require a European adapter 
plug to charge your cameras, tablets etc. and 
bear in mind that batteries will drain quicker in 

the extreme cold. Also please keep your camera 
in a plastic bag when being transferred from 
out-side as the change in temperature will 
cause condensation that will fog the lens. We 
recommend you bring a good size ziplock or 
padded bag with you to protect it and allow it to 
adjust slowly to the differing temperatures.

Misc - A small day-tour rucksack is also suitable 
for the daily excursions - to carry an extra sweater, 
a camera, sun glasses, sun cream with a high 
SPF (the Arctic sun can be very sharp especially 
in March) etc. Contact lens wearers may find it 
better to wear glasses outdoors as the extreme 
cold can affect your eyes.

aDDitionaL paCKing - greenLanD

Footwear - Please wear sturdy footwear such as 
hiking boots with a good grip. 

Extremities - gloves, hat, scarf, thermals,      
warm socks.

aDDitionaL paCKing - norWay
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CurrenCy

Scandinavia is moving fast to lead the world 
in being a cashless society so credit cards are 
accepted for everything. As a result be careful how 
much foreign cash you buy as you could end up 
having it in your wallet at the end of your trip! 

For any trip including self drive car hire it is critical 
that the named driver takes a credit card with 

them. (It cannot be a debit card, or the credit card 
of the passenger). Credit Cards need to be valid for 
at least 6 months after the return of the vehicle and 
prepaid credit cards are not accepted.

Sweden Iceland Greenland Norway

GMT +1 GMT -1 GMT -3 GMT +1

tiMe zone


